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Teacher Quote #3
•! I make displays for the things that we do
every week, like cooking, so all I have to
do is pull out the display and the students
pass it around to participate in the
activity.

Teacher Quote #4
•! We use a lot of different symbols and
technology in our classroom. First, we
engineered our room and labeled
everything with symbols. Then, we set up
stations in our room and students just
have to go over to that station to tell us
what they want or to participate in the
activity.
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Teacher Quote #5

Teacher Quote #6

•! I have 3 students in my class with
expensive devices. For each of our
activities, I tried to make pages in the
(devices). It seems like I was constantly
making new pages. For example, for
cooking activities, we have a page for
making pizza, and another page for
pudding, and another for brownies. Some
students have as many as 200 pages in
their devices and we have to find the page
for them. It is starting to get very confusing
and hard to keep up with all the
programming.

•! My students all participate in my class
with Big Macs and Step-by-Steps. I have
a Big Mac they use to ask for more. I
pass it around during snack time and they
tell me if they want more. Then I use the
Step-by-Step for them to give me answers
and tell me what to do. We did a lesson
on Thanksgiving today and each one took
a turn answering a question about
Thanksgiving.

Teacher Quote #7

Teacher Quote #8
•! I'm really stuck on trying to find a way for
the students to talk after the activity is
over. We go to the page and help them
answer questions during the activity, like
telling me the ingredients we need for
cooking, but they don't seem to
understand that their (devices) are not just
something to use during the
activity.

•! During our classroom activities, we pick
out the symbols and boards for the
students and prompt them to use them
during the activity. When we are done, we
put them away. We are getting concerned
that the students are waiting for us to do
everything for them and aren't really
participating on their own.

•! Teaching Practices in •! Concerns & Outcomes
ESE
–! Limited talking outside of
–! Functional activities
emphasized
–! Repetition & routine
are used
–! Language learning and
use is important
•! Concrete language
•! Teachers select
symbols, displays, and
pages

–! Participation is a
common goal
–! Technology is in these
classes (hi and low)

Local AAC Adult Outcomes

the activity
–! Learned passivity
–! Prompt dependent
–! A large number of
constantly changing words
to manage, learn, locate
–! Systems are often
classroom based and not
personal
–! Programming demands
–! Technology is often
emphasized over
language

•! A review of 4 adult workshops was conducted in
Central Florida
•! 17 new clients (aged 22) were admitted who had
recently graduated from 4 large school districts
•! 9 of these clients were functionally non-speaking
and had received intensive AAC intervention in
special education classes
•! 8/9 of these clients had NO personal AAC
system upon graduation, either a manual
communication board or device
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–! From: Margaret P (SLP)
–! Date: Friday, Sept 10, 2004
–! Subject: Malpractice

AAC with Students in Regular
Education Classes
•! Assets

There are a number of issues involved in terms of how
speech pathology services are provided or how speech
pathology is practiced. From my experience,
appropriate services for AAC needs does not fit easily
within the public school standards of practice. I could
manage when I was serving students with mild to
moderate degrees of speech and/or language difficulties,
but all of this broke down for me when I started trying to
meet the needs of students who used AAC because
these students needed a different kind of service and
therapy.

–! Most students included in mainstream have
personal AAC systems
–! Most students have personal classroom
assistants, as needed
!!Some which are velcroed to the student

•! Challenges - ACOLUG Entries
–! Pace of the curriculum
–! Impact of technology
–! Teacher training and practice

•! From: Mrs. G. (teacher)
•! Date: Friday, Feb 10, 2005
•! Subject: Classroom Participation

–! From: KM (SLP)
–! Date: Monday, December 28, 2000
–! Subject: Therapy with devices

I've been teaching for 25 years and it is getting
harder every year, especially with all the state curriculum
guidelines we have to follow. My job is to document
what the students in my class have and have not
learned. I have a student in my class using a (device)
and I work with the aide using yes/no questions and
multiple choice worksheets to test him. But, I think I
could be doing more with his device because I'm not
sure he's really learning anything or whether the aide is
really doing the work. I've asked the parent or SLP to
program in the words I need for our lessons, but that
doesn't seem to be working out. How can I help my
student participate better in my class?

I am concerned about doing therapy with sophisticated
devices !.. As an SLP, I have spent hours upon hours
programming devices at home. Last year I kept track of
the hours I worked at home and it totaled well over 300
hours, which was more than 12 work weeks. It seems
like every week I have to add more vocabulary for new
activities in the classroom. I try to do therapy with the
new vocabulary, but by the time I get the vocabulary
added, the activity is already passed. I just can't keep
up with all the programming demands. Help. I am
frustrated. How can I do therapy when all I am doing is
programming new vocabulary?

–! Date: Friday, Sept 10, 2004
–! From: Robin H (parent)
–! Re: Malpractice

–! From: Tracy (SLP)
–! Date: Friday, March 5, 2004
–! Subject: Poor language

I am currently writing a curriculum demonstrating how to teach
the state language standards to children who use AAC. My focus
is on giving the staff target sentences which are made up of core
vocabulary which the students can use to interact with, discuss,
and write about the topics included in their social studies and
science texts!..I am also including a target sentence with
everything I send to the school with the boys. For instance, Caleb
needs to bring in a photo of his family, his pets, and his house
next week.

I am working with a student who seems to
have good language understanding, but
continues to talk with only 1 or 2 words in
class unless you make her do better. Nobody
else seems to think making sentences is
important. We are working on basic syntax
and morphology, but it is very slow going. She
can do it in therapy, but doesn't generalize
with her family and in the classroom.

! I know that unless the SLP is in his classroom, staff will accept
a one word description of each photo, even though Caleb can do
more. If I print up an official looking target sentence, with the
locations of the words on his device included, staff expectations
and ability to help are much higher.
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Time for an
Extreme Make-Over
In the early grades, teachers are working on
core vocabulary during spelling, reading, &
language. So why is there still such an
emphasis on extended vocabulary?

PART 1: MATERIAL FACTORS

PART 2: HUMAN FACTORS

OF THE
STUFF
OF
AAC

OF OUR
IMPLEMENTATION
OF
AAC

PLAN FOR
& SELECT CORE
LANGUAGE

DESIGN
LANGUAGE
FRIENDLY
AAC SYSTEMS

BUILD NO TECH
BRIDGES FROM
LANGUAGE
TO DEVICES

DO
MORE
LANGUAGE
THERAPY

OF THE
STUFF
OF
AAC

BE
BETTER
COMMUNICATION
PARTNERS

PRACTICE &
SUPPORT
DESCRIPTIVE
TEACHING

Material Make-Over Challenge #1

PLAN to give the student
access to 50 - 400
permanently available,
APPROPRIATE, HIGH
FREQUENCY, RE-USABLE
(core) words and word
variations

PLAN FOR
&
SELECT CORE
LANGUAGE
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Jordan

What isn’t core vocabulary?

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Good morning Gail.
I feel happy.
I want to go like train.
Stop.
I want go now.
I am going airplanes
fast.
•! I don’t know.
•! You sing and more
louder.

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Good morning Gail.
I feel happy.
I want to go like train.
Stop.
I want go now.
I am going airplanes
fast.
•! I don’t know.
•! You sing and more
louder.

Core Vocabulary, Morphology, &
Syntax

Vocabulary Breakdown

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Good morning Gail
I feel happy
I want to go like train
Stop
I want go now
I am going airplanes
fast
•! I don’t know
•! You sing and more
louder

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

•! Names/Nouns
Good
–! morning
I feel happy
–! Gail
I want to go like
–! train
–! airplanes
Stop
I want go now
I am going
fast
I don’t know
You sing and more
louder

Vocabulary Breakdown
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Good
I happy
I

Vocabulary Breakdown

•! Names/Nouns •! Verbs

I
now
I
fast
I
You and more louder

–!
–!
–!
–!

morning
Gail
train
airplanes

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

–! feel
–! want (2)
–! go/to go/
going
–! like
–! stop
–! am
–! don’t
–! know
–! sing
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Good
happy
now
fast
and more louder

•! Names/Nouns •! Verbs
–!
–!
–!
–!

morning
Gail
train
airplanes

•! Pronouns
–! I (5)
–! you

–! feel
–! want (2)
–! go/to go/
going
–! like
–! stop
–! am
–! don’t
–! know
–! sing
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Which is Higher in Frequency?
•! List 1

Normal Language Development Words

•! List 2

–! of
–! with
–! by
–! for
–! than

•! Words that are used to express a full
range of pragmatic functions (reasons to
talk)

–! top
–! bottom
–! over
–! under
–! around

Which is more likely to be a better
investment in real estate on the AAC
system?

Communication Functions & Words
•!

Greet/Part

•!

Request object

•!

Request action

•!

Nonexistence

•!

Disappearance

•!

Rejection

–! Hello, goodbye

Request recurrence

•!
•!

•!

•!

Name

•!

Rejection

•!

Cessation

•!

Comment/Describe

•!

Direct action/events

•!

Name

•!

Associative

–! Away, all gone

Request assistance

–! No, stop, don t, uh uh
–! Stop, all done, finished

Request recurrence
–! More, again, another

•!

–! Go, help, stop, come, eat, read

•!

Existence

•!

Self/Possession / Person

–! This, that, look, see, there, here

Associative

–! Like, bad, good, naughty, big, little,
yuk, yum, hurt

Request information
–! What, why, where

–! Car, shoe, cup

•!

•!

–! Uh oh, away, all gone, what

–! Help, do

–! Go, help, stop, come, eat, read

Self/Possession / Person
–! Mine, you, it, he, she, mom

•!

Comment/Describe

Direct action/events

Disappearance

–! Want, get, do, up

Cessation

•!

Existence
–! This, that, look, see, there, here

Request action

Nonexistence

•!

–! That, please, cup

–! Like, bad, good, naughty, big, little,
yuk, yum, hurt

Request information
–! What, why, where

•!

•!

•!

–! Hello, goodbye

–! Stop, all done, finished

–! More, again, another

•!

Request object

–! No, stop, don t, uh uh

–! Help, do

•!

Greet/Part

•!

–! Away, all gone

–! Want, get, do, up

Request assistance

•!

–! Uh oh, away, all gone, what

–! That, please, cup

•!

Communication Functions & Words

–! Mine, you, it, he, she, mom

–! Big, hot, pretty, up, off

–! Car, shoe, cup
–! Big, hot, pretty, up, off

Normal Language Development
Words

Personal Core

•! Words that are used to express a full range of pragmatic functions

•! Key people

•! Early emerging little words

–! Mom, dad, Brynn, Bryce, Cameron,
Grandma, Grandpa
–! Marina
–! Miss Gail, Miss Jennifer, Miss
Laura

–! Conjunctions (and)
–! Determiners (this, that, some, any) and
indefinites (something, nothing, anything)

•! Word endings (morphological markers)

•! Frequented and favorite places

–! +ing
–! +s (plural)
–! Contractions (it’s, don’t)
–! Possessive (mom’s)

–! Pool, gator pond, Sunday school

•! Favorite and motivating things
–! Train, Cars DVD, chocolate milk
shake
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Large Foldable Board

Pixon 50/57 Board

AAC System Designs on Manual
Communication Boards

Old
Fashioned
Multiple
Sequential
Design

•! Single Sheet design
–! Everything you can say is on 1 page

•! Multiple Sequential design
–! You have to turn the page to get more words
and when you do you lose access to all the
other words you just had

Multiple Sequential Design

People

Madison go out
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I1G.*J#'0#'A)*

HISTORICAL USE OF
THESE KINDS OF
DESIGNS

!! ?#'A3%*?-%%5*0%)#A'*C1&*(1&%*
:! W.)#%)5*51*6)%*,->)#(.33>O*(1A'#42%3>O*.'0*
3#'A6#)4(.33>*
:! 9&106(%0*5-%* F%)5 *3.'A6.A%*)5&6(56&%*.'0*
(1'5%'5*
:! U1'2%&).41'*N1G%0*5-%*F%)5*
:! X)%0*),%33#'A*.'0*15-%&*)5&.5%A#%)*G-%'*'%%0*
+1&%*G1&0)**

University of Iowa Hospital School
Report 1974 (Project Years =
1964-1973)

!! Y15*.*A&%.5*0%)#A'*C1&*%E5%'0%0*21(.F63.&>*

I1G.*J#'0#'A)*

I1G.*J#'0#'A)*

!! Z634,3%*)#+635.'%16)*C1&*(1&%*

!! Z634,3%*)%;6%'4.3*C1&*(1&%*

:! QG<G.&0*51*+.'.A%*
:! Z1&%*(-.33%'A#'A*51*(&%.5%*3.'A6.A%*
:! [%)5*6)%0*G-%'*3%))*C&%;6%'53>*6)%0*(1&%*G.)*#'*
5-%*\F1]1+^*3%2%3**

:! Q*&%06(41'*#'*3.'A6.A%*165,65*F>*_`:a`b*06%*51**
!! Z%+1&>*31.0*C1&*-.2#'A*51*&%(.33*G1&0)*1'*+634,3%*
,.A%)*.'0*5-%*)5%,)*C1&*A%c'A*51*5-1)%*,.A%)*
!! U1'2%&).41'.3*0#))1'.'(%*LC1&A15*G-.5*5-%>*G%&%*
A1#'A*51*).>*G-#3%*N#,,#'A*,.A%)M*
!! 9->)#(.3*%$1&5*51*56&'*5-%*,.A%*

!! Q*A110*.,,&1.(-*C1&*%E5%'0%0*21(.F63.&>*

!! U-#30&%'*(1+,%').5%0*F>*)5.>#'A*1'*.*+.#'*(1&%*
G1&0*0#),3.>*.'0*6)#'A*)5&.5%A#%)*51*.35%&*G1&0)*L.'0*
3.'A6.A%*G%'5*F.(<*6,*F>*_`Da`bM*
!! X)%*C1&*%E5%'0%0*21(.F63.&>**

J's Custom Pixon Board

?#'A3%*?-%%5*"%)#A')*
!! X)%*5-#)*0%)#A'*.)*5-%* J#&)5*U-1#(% *C1&*(1&%*
G1&0)*
!! Y15*.3G.>)*,1))#F3%*06%*51*5-%*,%&)1'd)**HBB*
:! V#)#1'**
:! Q((%))*
:! Z1F#3#5>**
:! U1A'#42%*?<#33)*
:! Q+16'5*1C*V1(.F63.&>*Y%%0%0*

!! X)%*.)*+.'>*)5&.5%A#%)*.)*,1))#F3%*51*)5.>*1'*.*
)#'A3%*)-%%5*0%)#A'*L%BABO*%'(10#'AO*9Q?M*
FACTORS = Vision, Portability, Access, Language – Cognition, Personal Style
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Z634,3%*?%;6%'4.3*"%)#A')**
*
!! Pf%'*5-%*(1+,&1+#)%*1C* @.)5*U-1#(% *C1&*

Z634,3%*?#+635.'%16)*"%)#A'*
!! X)%*.)*5-%* ?%(1'0*U-1#(% *C1&*(1&%*G1&0)*
G-%'*.*)#'A3%*)-%%5*0%)#A'*C1&*5-%*+.e1&#5>*1C*
>16&*(1&%*G1&0)*#)*'15*,1))#F3%*

,&12#0#'A*(1&%*21(.F63.&>*
!! ?5&.5%A#%)*51*+.E#+#/%*3.'A6.A%*.'0*+#'#+#/%*
(-.33%'A%)*1C*5-#)*0%)#A'*C1&*1&A.'#/#'A*(1&%*

:! 965*3%))*C&%;6%'53>*6)%0*(1&%*G1&0)*1'*5-%*\31G%&*
3%2%3)^*

:! Z.<%*5-%*F%)5*)#'A3%*)-%%5*+.#'*(1&%*G1&0*,.A%*
.)*,1))#F3%*
:! g%,%.5*(&#4(.3*(1&%*G1&0)*.(&1))*,.A%)*
:! g%06(%*'.2#A.41'*.)*+6(-*.)*,1))#F3%*

!! S-%'*5-.5d)*'15*,1))#F3%O*(1')#0%&*5-%*\7-#&0*
P,41'^*

For implementing the philosophy of core
vocabulary with the power of voice output!

[1.&0*"%)#A')*=*"%2#(%)*

•! Robust Devices

!! Q33*QQU*0%2#(%)*1&A.'#/%*21(.F63.&>*G#5-*
)1+%*2.&#.41'*1C*5-%)%*h*5>,%)*1C*0%)#A')*
6)%0*G#5-*31G*5%(-*
!! 9.A%DF.)%0*0%2#(%)*

–! Aim for initially providing at least 50 words at-aglance on a single sheet (with single hits or
sequenced hits)
•! Single-sheet based SGD with 45 or more keys with multiple
meaning pictures
•! Page-based systems

:! U1&%*21(.F63.&>*#)*.(&1))*+634,3%*,.A%)*

–! core words repeated on pages (30 to 50/page)
–! short navigations for the top 50 – 350 words

!! Z#'),%.<DF.)%0*0%2#(%)*
:! U1&%*21(.F63.&>*#)*1'*.*)#'A3%*,.A%*.'0*Li*-#5*.'0*
)%;6%'(%0*2%&)#1')M*
:! Q00#41'.3*G1&0)*.&%*#'*.(42#5>D&1G)*.'0*1'*,.A%)*

•! Limited Devices
–! Create a manual board with 50+ core and supplement with
communication control and social sentences (e.g., I have
something to say, Can we talk now?) on the SGD

Make-Over Jobs

Kit Content

•! Get MCBs for ALL YOUR STUDENTS

•! Curriculum that is
core vocabulary
focused

–! Design before getting a device or to support a device
–! Consider pre-made boards from Pixon Project Kit

–! +/- 200 words taught

•! Advocate for language over technology

•! 10 pre-made
Communication
Boards

–! Be ready to explain why a robust MCB might be a
better language option than a SGD (at this point in
time)

•! Select technology based on how it manages
language
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BRIDGES
•!
•!
•!
•!

Descriptive Labels

Paper versions of device vocabulary
Language building boards
Activity or story boards
Descriptive environmental engineering –
Materials that emphasize what do
instead of what is

De-Contextualization

Make-Over Jobs
•! Make Visi-Vocas for device users
•! Develop plans for using low-tech materials
bridges for learning and functionally
using permanent, re-useable vocabulary
–! Language building materials
–! Activity and story boards
–! Descriptive environmental engineering

Human Make-Over Challenge #1

PART 2: HUMAN FACTORS

Decide that, as an SLP, your
primary job is to SUPPORT
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
and then provide well-rounded
language intervention, based on
NLD, in therapy and in classroom
activities. Vow to be a therapist
and NOT a programmer!

OF OUR
IMPLEMENTATION
OF
AAC

DO
MORE
LANGUAGE
THERAPY

BE
BETTER
COMMUNICATION
PARTNERS

PRACTICE &
SUPPORT
DESCRIPTIVE
TEACHING
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When I in school, I no seen anyone
like me. My teacher not knows what in
machine and she not talk me. I uses
old board her and she know what do it.
She talk me on board and help me
learn talks better. – Duncan

Handivoice 110

•! Color coded levels
•! 373 printed words and 16
short phrases
•! Phonemes, not letters

7-&%%*U&#4(.3*U1++6'#(.41'*9.&5'%&*
[%-.2#1&)*
!! Z10%3*@.'A6.A%*5-&16A-*Q#0%0*@.'A6.A%*
?4+63.41'*

Learn to Talk with AAC

!! 9&1+,5*m#%&.&(->*
!! g%),1')%*?5&.5%A#%)*

A Review of Aided Language
Stimulation

Been Around a While

Contemporary Research
!! Q6A+%'5.42%*U1++6'#(.41'*Y%G)*L?6++.&#%)M*

!! U.33%0*F>*0#$%&%'5*'.+%)*

:! ?%,5*l``a*LV13B*itB*Y6+F%&*hM*:*ia*,.A%)*1C*#'C1*1'*Q@A?*
:! k1*51*GGGB.6A(1+#'(B(1+*
:! ?#'A3%*(1,>*#))6%*R*wl`**
*

:! 9.&5'%&DQ6A+%'5%0*I',65*L9QIM*
:! Y.56&.3*Q#0%0*@.'A6.A%*LYQ@M*
:! Q#0%0*@.'A6.A%*I',65*LQ@IM*
:! Q#0%0*@.'A6.A%*?4+63.41'*LQ@A?M*

!! ?-.<#3.*".0.*Ll``_*:*X*1C*9&%51&#.O*?165-*QC&#(.M*
:! I5*#)*6)%C63*51*5%.(-#'A*&%(%,42%*21(.F63.&>*

!! U.5->*[#'A%&*Ll``_*:*9%''*?5.5%M*

!! 9&1+15%0*F>*0#$%&%'5*,%1,3%*

:! I5*#)*6)%C63*C1&*5%.(-#'A*F.)#(*)>'5.E*Ll*.'0*h*,.&5*6]%&.'(%)M*

:! k11))%')vO*U&.#'O*=*W30%&*LiuulM*
:! g1+)<#*=*?%2(#<*LiuuaM*
:! U.K%&1*LiuutM*

!! ?-%33%>*@6'0*Ll``h*:*9%''*?5.5%O*X*1C*SIDZ#3GBM*
:! I5*#)*6)%C63*C1&*5%.(-#'A*+1&,-131A>*L.f%&*hl`*+10%3)M*
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Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning

Disclaimer

!! 9%1,3%*3%.&'*#'*h*01+.#')*

!! 7-%*(1'5%'5*G1&0)*1C*5-%*3%))1'*.&%*YP7* F.0 *
G1&0)B**
!! m%.&#'A*.'0*3%.&'#'A*.F165*5-1)%*G1&0)*.&%*
#+,1&5.'5*C1&*3.'A6.A%*%'&#(-+%'5O**F65*).>#'A*
5-1)%*G1&0)*G#5-*5-%*QQU*0%2#(%O*G-%'*5-%*,%&)1'*
-.)'d5*3%.&'%0*5-%* (1&% *G1&0)O*#)*'15*.*A110*6)%*1C*
4+%B*
!! Q)*5-%*,%&)1'*+.)5%&)* (1&%O *(1'5%'5*G1&0)*(.'*F%*
.00%0*L1&*).#0*2#.*),%33#'A8G1&0*,&%0#(41'BM*

:! U1A'#42%*
:! Qc560%)*
:! 9->)#(.3*=*Z151&*?<#33)*

!! U1A'#42%*"1+.#'*@%2%3)*
iB!
lB!
hB!
_B!
rB!
aB!

n'1G3%0A%*
U1+,&%-%')#1'*
Q,,3#(.41'*
Q'.3>)#)*
?>'5-%)#)*
W2.36.41'*

See DTM Planning Form

Descriptive
Teaching moves
kids through the
domain levels

Changing Teacher Behavior

?5%,*io*@11<*:*@#)5%'*D*@%.&'*

!! @11<*@#)5%'*@%.&'*F%C1&%*@%.0*
!! 9&12#0%*%E.+,3%)O*)6,,1&5O*&%#'C1&(%+%'5O*
.'0*.))#)5.'(%*

!! PF)%&2%*5-%*(3.))&11+*L).+,3%*0#$%&%'5*4+%)80.>)M*
!! g%(1&0*

:!
:!
:!
:!

:!
:!
:!
:!
:!

?@9*L#'*(3.))O*F>*5%.(-#'A*(1&%*#'*5-%&.,>M*
7%.(-%&*g13%*Z10%3)*L#'*)(-113O*#'*3%.&'#'A*(1++6'#4%)M*
Q0+#'#)5&.41'*
9.&%'5)*LgB*m6&0M*

U3.))&11+*Q(42#5>*.'0*Z.5%&#.3)**
U1++6'#(.41'*9.&5'%&*?<#33)*
?560%'5v)*9.&4(#,.41'*LG#5-8G#5-165*0%2#(%M*
?1(#.3*I'5%&.(41'**
"%2#(%*@1A#)4()*

!! J1&*.33*1C*5-%*.F12%O*'15%*F.&&#%&)*51*)6((%))C63*
6)%*1C*0%2#(%*

!! ?6AA%)5*A&.06.3*(-.'A%)*
!! Z%.)6&%*)560%'5*,%&C1&+.'(%*&%)635)*

Mellman, L., DeThorne, L., Hengst, J., Shhh! Alex has something to say: AAC-SGD use in the
classroom setting, ASHA Perspectives, Division 12, December 2010.

U3.))&11+*Q(42#5>8Z.5%&#.3)*

?560%'5*9.&4(#,.41'*

!! U.3(63.5%*b*1C*&%C%&%'4.3*2)B*0%)(&#,42%*)5>3%)*
6)%0*#'*1&.3*.(42#4%)*

!! 7>,%)*1C*3%.&'#'A* A&16,) *
:! W'4&%*(3.))*
:! I'*)+.33*A&16,)*
:! I'*ioi*.(42#4%)*

:! G#5-*'1&+.33>*0%2%31,#'A*)560%'5)*
:! G#5-*)560%'5*6)#'A*QQU*

!! m1G*+6(-HB*

!! "%(#0%*-1G8G-1*51*+10#C>*+.5%&#.3)*
!! "%(#0%*G-.5*'%G*+.5%&#.3)*+#A-5*'%%0*51*F%*
+.0%*1&*5%(-'131A>*6)%0*

:! ?%3CDI'#4.5%0*9.&4(#,.41'*
:! 9&1+,5%0*9.&4(#,.41'*
:! k6#0%0*9.&4(#,.41'*

!! S-.5*<#'0*1C*3.'A6.A%*#)*,&106(%0T*
!! U.3(63.5%*b*1C*A#2%'*1,,1&56'#4%)*5.<%'*
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Q'.3>/%*U1++6'#(.41'*9.&5'%&*?<#33)*

?1(#.3*I'5%&.(41'*

!! P,,1&56'#4%)*,3.''%08,&12#0%0*
!! 7#+#'A*L%E,%(5.'5*0%3.>O*,.(%O*%5(BM*
!! 9&1+,4'A**
!! g%),1'0#'A*

!! S-.5*<#'0*1C*5.3<#'A*#)*-.,,%'#'A*F%5G%%'*
)560%'5)T*
!! S-#(-*,%%&)*G1630*+.<%*A110*,%%&*-%3,%&)T*
!! S-.5v)*-.,,%'#'A*F%5G%%'*5-%*QQU*)560%'5*
.'0*,%%&)*06&#'A*'1'D(3.))*4+%*L&%(%))O*
36'(-M*

"%2#(%*@1A#)4()*
!!
!!
!!
!!

m1G*1f%'*#)*0%2#(%*G#5-8'15*G#5-*5-%*)560%'5T*
I)*5-%*0%2#(%*,1)#41'%0*C1&*&%3#.F3%*.((%))T*
I)*#5*(-.&A%0O*(1''%(5%0O*%5(B*
"1%)*5-%*0%2#(%*-.)*.0%;6.5%*(1&%*21(.F63.&>*5-.5*#)*
&%5&#%2.F3%*F>*5-%*)560%'5T*
!! I)*5-%&%*.,,&1,&#.5%*)1(#.3*21(.F63.&>*L93%0A%O*
'.+%)*1C*,%1,3%O*%5(BM*.'0*,&%0#(5.F3%*%06(.41'.3*
G1&0)*L.00O*)6F5&.(5O*%5(BM*
!! Q&%*0%2#(%*C%.56&%)*F%#'A*6)%0*51*,&1+15%*)6((%))*
L%BABO*21(.F63.&>*+.)<#'AM*

WE,%(5*5-.5*5-%&%*G#33*F%*ZQYp*
#))6%)*51*.00&%))B*

?5%,*lo*?-.&%*.'0*"#)(6))*

?5%,*ho*g%2#%G*.*@%))1'*

J1&*'1GO*G%*.&%*5.(<3#'A*5-%*#))6%*1C**
g%C%&%'4.3*2)B*"%)(&#,42%**
7%.(-#'A87.3<#'A87%)4'A*

!! ?-.&%*G-.5*>16*1F)%&2%0**

!! m.2%*5-%*5%.(-%&*)%3%(5*.*3%))1'*1'*G-#(-*-%8)-%*#)*
(6&&%'53>*G1&<#'A**

:! J1(6)*1'*5-%*,1)#42%*K&)5**L-1G*+6(-*5-%*5%.(-%&*#)*
.3&%.0>*01#'A*0%)(&#,42%*5%.(-#'AM*
:! "#)(6))*G-.5*<#'0*1C*(-.'A%)*(.'*F%*+.0%*G#5-165*515.33>*
.35%&#'A*5-%*(3.))*
:! [%*C&.'<O*F65*<#'0*
:! g%.))6&%*5-.5*>16*.&%*5&>#'A*51*+.<%*-%&*e1F*%.)#%&*.'0*
-%3,*-%&*-%3,*-%&*QQU*)560%'5*

:! 9.&5)*1C*.*93.'5*

!! @11<*.5*5-%*<%>*(1'(%,5)*1C*5-%*3%))1'*.'0*5.3<*.F165*
-1G*5-%*5%.(-%&*G#33*\0%K'%^*5-1)%*(1'(%,5)*
!! 7.3<*.F165*-1G*)-%*G1630*01*5-%*3%))1'*G#5-*5-%*
)560%'5)*#'*-%&*(3.))*

!! "#)(6))*-1G*51*)5.&5*
:! ?5.&5*)#+,3%*
:! "1'd5*%E,%(5*F#A*0#$%&%'(%)*&#A-5*.G.>*#'*>16&)%3C*1&*5-%*
)560%'5*
*
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9$8425.0J9$)/.0%D-8.)*
Learning Activities

ALgS Provided

Support Materials

U1,#'A*G#5-*7%.(-%&*Q'E#%5>*

Evaluation

Given a set of objects of
different color and shape
properties – sort and
describe them, sort at least
2 different ways

Demonstrate classifying of
words. Model these all
color/shape.
They all
same and go together.

Objects and NALB

Will describe the
characteristics of the
different sets created with
color and/or shape words.
Ask why did you put these
together? Accept: all same,
colors words, shape words

Given a set of objects with
different textures, sizes,
and weights, compare the
various objects and describe.

Demonstrate and describe.
Model this and that,
feel and er and est
endings. Use not and
opposite to discuss
comparative concepts.

Objects and NALB

Will compare at least 3 pairs
of objects. Will be asked to
identify the comparative
objects in 2 ways. (1) Point
at Which one is . (2)
Describe when asked Tell
me about this one and this
one. (big/bigger, feel soft)

Do a simple science
experiment with water –
liquid state, frozen state,
steam/gas state.

Model hot, cold, very
cold, hard, move easy,
more hard and
change to describe the
conditions.

NALB

Tell me what you need to do
to make it hard. (cold)
Tell me what you need to do
to make steam. (hot)
Accept: make hot, make cold,
very hot, very cold

Complete worksheet.

None – Work independently
with aide

Modified Worksheet adjust to 5 questions with
answers of 1 – 2 critical
words.
NALB at work station.

Use computer version of
worksheet. Check worksheet
and grade.

!! P'%*51*5-&%%*(1&%*G1&0*0%K'#41')*5%33*>16*.*
315*.F165*)560%'5*3%.&'#'A*
!! ?5.&5*A&.06.33>*.'0*F6#30*6,*6)#'A*5-#)*
.,,&1.(-*6'43*#5*)5.&5)*51*C%%3*'.56&.3*
!! p16*01'd5*-.2%*51*01*"7*C1&*%2%&>5-#'AO*F65*
)-1630*-.2%*)1+%*#'*.33*3%))1')*Lh`*:*_`bM*
!! V#)6.3*)6,,1&5)*G#33*F%*,&12#0%0*51*-%3,*>16*
.'0*5-%*.))#)5.'58.#0%*

91))#F3%*U-.33%'A%)*

91))#F3%*U-.33%'A%)*

!! Z634,3%*<#'0)*1C*QQU*0%2#(%)*.'081&*
,&1A&.+)*6)%0*#'*.*(3.))&11+*G#5-*+634,3%*
<#'0)*1C*,#(56&%*&%,&%)%'5.41')*

!! 7%.(-%&)*+12#'A*.&16'0*5-%*&11+*=81&*
)(-113*
:! Z.<%*YQ@[*.)*.*C&%%D)5.'0#'A*1&*,1&5.F3%*F1.&0*
:! Z.<%*)%2%&.3*YQ@[)*51*,1)5*.&16'0*5-%*&11+*
:! Z.<%*YQ@[*1'51*.*N#,*F11<*

:! X)%*i*+.#'*(&#4(.3*21(.F63.&>*F1.&0*C1&*5%.(-%&*
51*5%.(-*.'0*5%)5*G#5-*5-%*.2.#3.F3%*21(.F63.&>*
L'1*,#(56&%)M*.'0*,%&)1'.3*F1.&0)*F>*5-%*)560%'5)v*
0%)<)*LG#5-*,#(56&%)M*

!! @15)*1C* #'0%,%'0%'5 *1&*)+.33*A&16,*G1&<#'A*
4+%*
:! U&%.5%* )5.41') *G#5-*YQ@[*,1)5%0*
:! X)%*,%%&*-%3,%&)*

YQ@[* ?5.41' *C1&*
S&#4'A*7#+%* YQ@[*1'*91&5.F3%*
J&.+%*

Q&%*5%.(-%&)*&%.33>*01#'A*5-#)T*
!! 7%.(-%&)*.'0*(3.))*3%2%3)*
:! Q#0%)*+1&%*5-.'*5%.(-%&)*
:! g%A63.&*%06(.41'*+1&%*C&%;6%'53>*5-.'*),%(#.3*
%06(.41'*5%.(-%&)*
:! 9&%)(-113*.'0**%3%+%'5.&>*+1&%*5-.'*+#003%*1&*
-#A-*)(-113*5%.(-%&)*
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Q&%*5%.(-%&)*&%.33>*01#'A*5-#)T*

?6Fe%(42%*P65(1+%)*

!! I'#4.33>*01#'A*,3.''#'A*C1&+)*C1&*)%3%(5%0*
.(42#4%)*.'0*3%))1')*

!! 7%.(-%&*P65(1+%)*
:! ?31G%&*),%%(-*&.5%*=*)-1&5%&*)%'5%'(%*3%'A5-*
:! W+,-.)#/%)*A.,)*#'*(&#4(.3*21(.F63.&>*G-%'*&%-%.&)%*.'0*
01*3%))1'*
:! [6#30)*'.56&.3*)6,,1&5*'%5G1&<)*
:! m%3,)*15-%&*)560%'5)*#'*5-%*(3.))*G#5-*3%.&'#'A*(-.33%'A%)*

:! i*51*i`*,3.')*G#5-*)6,,1&5*1C*?@9*
:! [%A#'*51*#+,3%+%'5*"7Z*G#5-165*,&%D,3.''#'A*
.f%&*h*51*_*+1'5-)*1C*(1')#)5%'5*6)%*

!! V#)6.3*)6,,1&5*+.5%&#.3)*

!! QQU*?560%'5*P65(1+%)*

:! X)#'A*+1)53>*YQ@[*
:! @#]3%*4+%*C1&*.'>1'%*51*+10#C>*+1&%*+.5%&#.3)*

:!
:!
:!
:!

PFe%(42%*".5.*1C*"7Z*

Z1&%*.(42%*3%.&'%&)*
7%)4'A*&%)635)*.&%*-#A-%&*.'0*+1&%*&%3#.F3%*
I+,&12%+%'5)*#'*&%.0#'A8G&#4'A*)<#33)**
I'(&%.)%)*#'*+634,3%*G1&0*,&106(41'*#'*QQU*0%2#(%*

PFe%(42%*".5.*1C*"7Z*

!! @.'A6.A%*Q(42#5>*Z1'#51&*).+,3%)*5.<%'*12%&*5-%*
)(-113*>%.&*1'*h*)560%'5)*G#5-*-#A-*5%(-*0%2#(%)*

!! W.(-*)560%'5*5&.(<%0*1'*i``*<%>*21(.F63.&>*
G1&0)*.'0*3%'A5-*1C*6]%&.'(%)*6)%0*#'*
),1'5.'%16)O*)%3CDA%'%&.5%0*(1++6'#(.41'*
(133%(5%0*C&1+*.*).+,3%*1C*l*G%%<)*6)%*1C*5-%*
0%2#(%**

:! ?560%'5*io**V.'5.A%*G#5-*X'#5>_rO*i)5*A&.0%*
:! ?560%'5*lo**V.'A6.&0*G#5-*X'#5>t_O*l'0**A&.0%*
:! ?560%'5*ho**9.5-K'0%&*G#5-*X'#5>iltO*r5-*A&.0%*

!! W.(-*)560%'5*5&.(<%0*1'*i``*<%>*21(.F63.&>*G1&0)*
.'0*3%'A5-*1C*6]%&.'(%)*6)%0*#'*),1'5.'%16)O*)%3CD
A%'%&.5%0*(1++6'#(.41'*(133%(5%0*C&1+*.*).+,3%*
1C*l*G%%<)*6)%*1C*5-%*0%2#(%**

:! Y1*),%(#K(*5-%&.,>*01'%*1'*5-%)%*i``*G1&0)*

:! Y1*),%(#K(*5-%&.,>*01'%*1'*5-%)%*i``*G1&0)*

V1(.F63.&>*X)%*=*?%'5%'(%*@%'A5-*

V1(.F63.&>*X)%*=*?%'5%'(%*@%'A5-*

!! ?560%'5*io**X_r*?%;6%'(%0*#'*V7

!! ?560%'5*lo*Xt_*?%;6%'(%0*#'*Vk*

**

:! X)#'A*il8i``*<%>*G1&0)*#'*Q6A6)5*l``s*
:! X)#'A*s_8i``*<%>*G1&0)*#'*Q,&#3*l``t*
:! Z@XDZ*#'(&%.)%0*C&1+*lBh`*51*_Bhs*

:! X)#'A*hh8i``*<%>*G1&0)*#'*Q6A6)5*l``s*
:! X)#'A*ti8i``*<%>*G1&0)*#'*Q,&#3*l``t*
:! Z@XDZ*#'(&%.)%0*C&1+*hBsi*51*aBlu*
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